Board members say

Catherine Carlton: Electric bicycle NGO climate change raffle and try out ebikes
Rick deGolia: bike lanes
Jeff Aalfs: team up with AQMD to fund electric bikes and leaf blowers.
Carlos Romero: Reduce VMT and implement dynamic congestion pricing
Heavy Load Created by PEV Charging

PEV charging represents a large load for Energy Providers, comparable to average peak summer load of a single home.

Customers will prefer a 240V charge to shorten recharge times.
"I worry about being hit by a motor vehicle when riding a bicycle in my area" (people who want to ride more)
A bicycle boulevard, sometimes referred to as a neighborhood greenway,[1] neighborway,[2] neighborhood bikeway[3] or neighborhood byway[4] is a type of bikeway composed of a low-speed street which has been "optimized" for bicycle traffic.[5] Bicycle boulevards discourage cut-through motor-vehicle traffic but allow local motor-vehicle traffic.
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